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In last-minute action

Board postpones
Master Plan draft
By C.M. POWELL
Staff Writer
The Board ofRegents last week
postponed approval of the draft
of the master Campus Development Plan for 1988-92.
Gary Lamb with SHWC, Inc.,
the engineering finn hired last
December to do the study, said
the draft of the plan is still incomplete.
"We are not nearly finished
yet. We still have a considerable
amount of writing and developing to do, but at this point we're
probably over95 pereentfinished
with the data-gathering, surveying of facilities that you have,"
Lamb said.
University Pre::idcnt Miguel
Nevll!"ez rerommc11ded tht, regents P?S~P?ne a~proving the
plan ur.til It 1s compkte. ·
New construction recommendations in the draft of the plan
include: a Nursing Education
Building Annex; an Academic
Services Building. which would
house 12 computer labs, a 150seat computerized lecture hall,
shops and studios for AN production, and the campus printshop; an addition to the LRC
which would add 40,000 square
foot of space; a donnitory addition to the Coastal Studies Lab at
South Padre Island; an addition
to the CAS Building; and a Business Administration Annex,
Renovations recommended in
the plan include: a parking lot
addition south of the Student
Services building which would
provide for an additional 200
parking spaces; renovations to
the Education, LRC, Math and
LA Buildings and Fine Arts
Complex; and creation of a Botanical Garden in a campus mali

area south of the Science Building and east of the CAS Building.
The draft of the plan also includes recommendations for an
in-depth energy audit of the
campus and the establishment of
a permanent facilities planning
committee.
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The regents scheduled their
next meeting for Aug, 9.
In other business, the regents
also:
✓Approved prioritization of
appropriations requests for fiscal years 1990 and 1991 for three
joint programs with the University of Texas system. University
President Miguel Nevarez will
also request funding for three
new construction projects and
repairs and rehabilitation when
he speaks at a hearing of the
Legislative Budget Board in
Austin July 20. The construction
and some of the repairs are included in the Campus Development Plan.
✓Approved a $36.9 million
Edinburg campus budget and a
$3 .79 million budget for PAUBrownsville.
✓Approved a policy for student
absences on religious holy days.
Students may miss class to observe religious holy days, but
must submit a fonn requesting
the approved absence by the 15th
day after the beginning of the
semester.
✓Approved a holiday calendar
for the university. All regular
full-time university employees
selected one of three options,
which was presented to the regents. Spring Break has been set
for March 20-24.
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Rescue effon- Mari Lire, the first survivor to be pulled from the Amigo store in Brownsville, is carried from the scene on a
(Photo by Delcia Lopez)
stretcher. She was one of six suNivors of the accident trapped in the building.

Heavy rains cause building collapse
Fourteen people died and at
least 47 others were injured last
week when a Brownsville store
collapsed after heavy rains.
Six survivors, including a 2year-old girl, were pulled from
the wreckage in the following
days as rescue workers toiled
around the clock in search of

1nvesti ators believe the flat

A university employee Tuesday was arrested and charged
with the theft of three checks
totaling $4927.60.

See Master Plan page 6

Bentsen told supporters he and
Dukakis are," going to fight for
every state in the union and we 're
going to win."
Comparisons between the two
and the 1960 Kennedy-Johnson
ticket are already being made,
even bv the candidates.
"The parallels between 1960
and 1988 are very close indeed,"
Dukakis said. "Jack Kennedy and
Lyndon Johnson beat that incumbent republican vice president in
1960, and Mike Dukakis and
Lloyd Bentsen are going to de1 feat him in 1988."
Bentsen is being lauded as a
good choice, capable of bringing
in much needed southern states

roof of the building could not
hold support the weight of the
rain, which led to a collapse in
the structurally weak building.

fused comment on the situation.
Levin escaped injury by ducking
under a table momems before the
collapse.

At least one lawsuit, filed
Monday, has been filed as a result of the accident. The suit
seeks damages against the store
owner Bernard Levin, who re-

By Monday, all the rubble had
been cleared, mostly by volunteers working by hand, and only
the foundation of the building
remaine

.Employee arrested for check theft

Valleyite chosen for V-P slot
Sen. Lloyd Bentsen Tuesday
was picked to fill the number two
spot on the Democratic ticket by
Michael Dukakis.
The valley native appeared onstage with Dukakis in Boston's
Faneuil Hall and said hi'. was
very pleased by Duk&kis' dci::1sior..
" ;1:; a great honor," Ber.t.;cn
t ::.Id cheering supporters.
The decision ended weeks of
speculation about who Dukakis
would pick. Since clinching the
party nomination some five
weeks ago. Dukakis has consulted many possible vp candidates. keeping pundits guessing
as to his final choice.

The three-story Amigos store
crumbled into a heap of rubble
after over two inchesofrain were
dumped on Brownsville in less
than 30 minutes. Those same
rains later drenched the upper
valley, including the Pan American campus.

come election day.
San Antonio Mayor Henry
Cisneros told the San Antonio
Light Wednesday ," The potential for victory is good, strong
possibility, but it is not a cinch."
Jesse Jackson, who lobbied
heavily for a spot on the ticket,
expressed dissappointment over
the decision at a meeting of the
National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People.
"We have earned a spot on the
ticket," Jackson told convention

goers.
Jackson has made clear he
would support the Democrtic
nominee, regardless of the convention outcome.

Rosa Carmina Contreras, a
clerk in the comptroller's office,
was arraigned by Edinburg
Municipal Judge Ruben Ayala.
Bond totaling $30,000 has been
posted by Contreras.
The thefts are classified as
third-degree felonies, which can
carry penitentiary time i!S a penaltv.
Contreras' main responsibility
was overseeing the '4000' accounts. Those are the accounts
in which student service fees are
deposited to for non-academic
programs,
University officials contacted
the Edinburg poiice department
June 29 when the checks were

discovered m1ssmg. A subsequent police investigation discovered the three checks had been
deposited in two McAllen banks,
in accounts opened by Contreras.
Detective Lieutenant Quirino
Mufioz said the investigation is
still ongoing. He also said Contreras was not arrested on the
PAU campus.
Public Information Director
Bruce Erickson said a superviser
discovered the situation and that
the university reported the situation, and the university will
cooperate fully in the prosecution,

"I think it's important that
people know that the investigation focuses on that one person
and is limited to those three
chccks,"Erickson said. "There's
a lot of very good employees in
the department and the office.
This shouldn't be a reflection of
their work."
Con trcras was al so arrested and
charged with the same ofcnsc
March 23 of this year, in Alamo.
Seargent Ray Tijerina of the
Alamo P,D said Contreras was
arrested after it was discovered
that she had run a check cashing
scam in which she nc1tcd ov.er
$3000.

See Theft page 6

$36.9 mil. budget approved
By C.M. POWELL
Staff Writer
The Board ofRegcnts last week
approved a $36.9 million Edinburg campus budget for fiscal
year 1989 including a 2 percent
wage increase for staff and 6
percent increase for faculty.
The new budget represents a
7.46 percent increase over last
year. Public Infonnation Director Bruce Erickson said.
Erickson said 57 percent of the
budget is spent on salaries and
wages for the university's more
than 1,000 faculty and staff, including student employees.
Intercollegiate athletics received a 14 percent increase to
$1.2 million. Women's basketball increased from $52,000 to
$101,000 for the 1989 fiscal year,
which begins Sept. 1, 1988 and
ends Aug.31.1989.

The regents aiso approved a
$3.79 million budget for PAUBrownsville.
The regents voted to uphclri
the recommendation of university President Miguel Nevarez to
fund honors scholarships with
$15,000 from student service
fees. Nevarez' recommendation
overruled recommendations
from the Student Affairs Advisory Committee (SAAC) and
Dean of Students Judy Vinson to
find alternative funding.
Honors scholarships received
$24,000 from the Houston Endowmcn t for Scholarships.
SAAC recommended zero funding for honors scholarships. saying the $15,000 would be needed
more in other activity accounts.
Sandra Rodriguez, SAAC
chair, asked the regents to over-

rule the president's recommendation.
Rodriguez said that student
service fees arc increasing, but
so are the burdens on the scrv ices
those fees provide. Shcsaidmuch
of the increase in student service
fees is absorbed by increasing
utility and computer costs.
"It's an unnecessary burden
that's being put on those other
accounts," Rodriguez said.
Nevarez said it is the policy of
the university that when a department receives a donation
from an outside source, the
department's budget is not cul by
the same amount.
.. 'That money· s added on for
excellence," Nevarez said. "It's
a commitment to the donor, that

See Budget page 6

Citation leads to student arrest
By MARY EDNA QUIROZ
Sfoff Writer

What started off as a normal
day of class and work ended up
as an eight-hour ordeal for one
sophomore marketing major
charged with disturbing the peace
and verbally abLsing a Traffic
and Security officer.
Raul Mendez' troubles began
at 11:30, when hi 5brother, Enrique, came to the university to
talk to him. As the two men sat
,
in the Spanish tutoring lab, where
Things are looking ui:r- Six young girls, participants in th_e National Youth Spor_ts Pro9ram, ?re Raul Mendez works, he looked
hypnotized by something offscreen. Actually, the mesmenzed bunch was watching a life-saving out the window and saw his
demonstration at the pool last week.
(Photo by Nero Ramos) brother's car was being ticketed

'

for illegally parking in a handicapped reserved parking spot.
Mendez said his brother hurried to the car to move it and pay
the ticket before an immobilzer
"boot" could be placed on the
car. Mendez said the officer ignored his brother and began to
boot the car saying, "I have to put
the lock on the car."
Seeing what was happening,
Mendez then went outside to talk
to the officer and said,"you 're
not going to put the lock (on).
There is no reason Lo do it. He's
going to pay for the ticket."
But the officer continued to
boot the car ,and Mendez placed

his anns around one of the car's
back tires believing the officer
would not hurt him.
Mendez said his confusion on
why the officer had Lo "boot" the
car led to his drastic action.
The officer requested a backup,
Feliciano Mancha, and the two
officers then handcuffed Mendez and escorted him to the Traffic and Security building.
"They never told me I wa<; being
arrested," Mendez said, adding
he kept requesting an cxplaination and his ri.!!hts.

See Citation page 6
(
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Criminal mischief reported Roofing sales
rep to speak
.
.

A case of criminal mischief occurred in the Education building
room 106 July I at approximately 9 p.m. A rock was thrown
through the glass above the door.
On July 3 between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. a glass skylight on the
U.C. building was broken by a heavy windstonn.
Between July 5 and 7, a burglary occurred in the CAS computer
labs. Computer equipment worth $4,380 was stolen.

Edward Bensman, senior international sales representative for
North American Roofing Systems International, will speak on
communications, marketing, and personnel Friday, July 22 from
10 a.m. to 10:55 a.m. in BA 224.
The lecture is sponsored by the American Society of Personnel
Administrators (ASPA). For more information, call ASPA at
381-3355.

A vehicle in parking lot C was burglarized on July 6 between
9 a.m. and 10:45 a.m. Diving equipment approximately valued at
$1,200 was taken. The car door was apparently opened with a coat
hanger.
Between July 8 at5:30p.m. andJuly7 at8 a.m.,a"Temporarily
Closed" sign and a "Caution" sign were stolen from HPERII.
A theft occurred in the Physical Science building between July
10 at 12:30p.m. and July 11 at 8 a.m. A rock was thrown through
a window and two IBM typewriters valued at $1,500 were stolen.

Six university staff members
received awards for excellence
and meritorious service at the
Board of Regents meeting June
14.

A limit on books checked out and duration of borrowing has
been set for faculty and staff, effective Sept. 1.
. The limits have been set as a result of increased demand by
students for materials, and the need to barcode the books. The
barcoding is part of a process to automate the library 's check out
procedure.

Among those awarded were
Ann Beus, secretary for the
Upward Bound program. Belts
received the President's Excellence Award, the highest award
given each year for overall excellence. Bells has been with the
university for 14 years.
Also awarded for Outstanding
Suggestion was Eddie Paradise,
lead air-conditioning mechanic
in Building Maintenance. Paradise presented ideas and su!!gestions· that will save the univci:<;ity
as much as $18,000 yearly in
utili ty costs.
One of Paradise's suggestions,
to shut off the boilers that heat
waler for the men' s and women's
residence halls, will be followed
through. The boilers will no
longer run bet ween midni ghl and

The new regulations will set a 30 book limit, and a limit of one
year will be instituted.
Currently, there is no limit on the number of books faculty or
staff may check out. There is also no effective time limit, as fines
are not collected for overdue books from faculty and staff.
Policy violators face suspended borrowing privileges and a
hold on records until matters are cleared up.
Further inquiries should be directed to David Mizener, associate library director, at 381-2758.

4 a.m., which will save the uni-

versity $4,000 a vear.
"The awards are presented
annually because PAU contains
a very dedicated and professional
staff that ranges from
groundskeepers to computer
programmers," said Director of
Public Information Bruce
Erickson."Without them, the
place couldn't run."
Department heads nominate
those staff members for significant contributions to the university and going beyond the call of
duty.
Others who received Meritorious Service A wards arc Fernando
Cervantes, manager of Central
Scheduling and General Services; Frankie Champagne of
McAllen, secretary to the Physical Plant director; Margaret Posey
of McAllen, coordinator of the
Curriculum Resource Center,
School of Education; and Inna
Tijerina, secretary Lo the director
of Hcailh-Related Professions.

Scholarship applications due
Tomorrow is the deadline for submitting applications for the
Don Miller Memorial Scholarship.
The scholarship is open to PAU-Brownsville students demonstrating a need for financial assistance and majoring in a field
relating to Mental Retardation Services.
The award is equivalent to one year' s tuition and will be
provided in semester increments starting in the Fall 1988 semester.
The scholarship is offered by the Association for Retarded
Citizens/fexas.
For more infonnation contact the PAU-B Financial Aid Office
at 542-6882.

Enrollment increases 8.5%
Preliminary enrollment figures for the Edinburg campus show
an 8.5 percent increase-up from 3,577 during the second.,,

PUB files grievance against T&S
A grievance filed Tuesday
against the Traffic and Security
dcp~1nment and Officer Miguel
Garcfa charges the officer with
restraining a "Pan American"
photographer from taking a photograph.
The grievance, filed by Edwin
Aguilar, Editor of "The Pan
American," says Garcfa "directly
and knowling violated his constitutional rights" on July 1 by
blocking his view as he attempted
to photograph a member of the
Y.O.U. program who had fainted.
··He was very msisicm on me
not taking the photo, saying that
I had to have pcm1ission to do so
from the minor before I took the
shot. I replied that I needed no
such permission, as the subject
was on pub i,c property, and the

incident was a public incident,"
Aguiiar said. Aguilar said Garcia's actions
"placed him in violation of the
U.S. Constitution's provision for
a free press" and violated his
constitutional rights granted by
the First, Ninth and Fourteenth

Amendments of the U.S.
constitution.
In a phone conversation with
Aguilar, Greg Salazar, Chief of
Security, said he had spoken with
Gracia and felt the officer's actions were justified.
The chief could not be reached
for further comment.

CAS computer lab hours cut
Cutbacks in the hours and number of computer labs have been
necessary this semester because the actual amount of usage has
exceeded predicted demands.
"The reason for this problem is that when we were first given
funds , we had no precedence to go on, plus we installed lots of
new computers " said Director for Technology and Resources
Steve Copold. •1we started out operating the labs at 371 hours a
week but that soon shot up to 600 a week."

LRC to change book rules

Six staff members
receive awards

summer session of 1987 to 3,884 this sessio~.
.
These figures were recorded before late reg1strat1on and drops
and adds.
Although these figures may pot follow a state tre~d, enrollment
increases are way above the increases oflast year with enrollment
up 8 percent for the fall , 12 percent for the spring 10 perce~t for
the first summer session and 8 percent for the second session.

Copold said a compromise of 400 hours was attempted, To
meet the demand for the first summer session, the LRC lab was
beefed up in tenns of load access.
However there was still insufficient funding for the 600 hours
needed. D;_ Paul Mitchell of Academic Services and Student
Government have already contributed funds.
The Y.O.U. (Youth Opponunities Unlimited) and Tex-Prep
programs have had nothing to do with the pr~blem because they
have hired their own operators, Copold said. (Both programs
.,.,. rl
1
d~·
h OCA1 ~ ♦.. ..l.,.-•~·••k~~ ... .l,P,._,'-- -~-:;:-: _
invo!,,e g!!!e~
and ta_ente
u.lg.h £C.....
studies every summer on campus.)
Y.O.U. has even contributed money to keep labs open longer
than they would have been otherwise.
~u\,-.&h.J

Pf .lav UV

11 .l\,,

Though lab space may be tight, Copold said the department will
try their best to accommodate everyone.
Tentative lab hours have been set:

LAB

HOURS

CAS
Business Microlab
Math

LRC

Educational lab

DAYS OF WEEK

M-F
7:45 a.m.- 12:45 p.m.
M-F
7:45 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
M-F
7:45 a.m.-10 a.m.
and
1:30 p.m.-5:30 p.m.
M-T
6 p.m.-10 p.m.
and
10 a.m.- 7 p.m.
Sat.
2 p.m.-5 p.m.
Sun.
Schedule to be announced by first
class day

For more information call extension 381-3340

HOW GENERAL MOTORS IMPROVES
ITS TOP END PERFORMANCE.

NEW, AT THE BOOKSTORE
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Si-ncere[y yours
Halhnark Cards
Russel Stover Candies
Bridal Registry
Gift Items
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One of General Motors' most important suppliers doesn't make parts. It makes leaders.
Over the past 19 years all three General Motors Presidents have come from the ranks of a college
program called Co-operative Education.
It's a nationwide program that allows students to alternate studies at the college of their choice with
paid, practical work experience in the field of their choic.e.
For stud~~ts, Ccrop Edu<:3tion is a chance to pick up the most valuable ~ of knowledge. For
employers, 1t s a chance to pick up the most valuable kind of student If you d like some infonnation on
how your company can participate in Co-op Education, write to us at the address below. Who knows
you may end up hiring a future company president It wouldn't be the first time.
'
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CO•OP Education
You earn a future when you earn a degree.
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For a free booklet write: Co-q> Education• P.O. Box 999 • Boston, MA 02115

Triple T Restaurant
Home Cooked Foods & Homemade Pie

Mon . - Fri. 6 am -

2 pm

Saturday 8 am - 2 pm
Daily Lunch Plate w Dessert ..... S4.25
21 Piece Shrimp Plate . . . . .... 53.95
Me~ican Plate .. . . . ......... S3.95

To Go

Apply Today

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
L'niH•r,ih Dr. Jnd 4 th St. Jnd UC IOJ
\ t,1in Slorl': :': 10·.; :JO \ t · TH. :':JO · 12:00 F

381-1788

Orders

SlioEeo,c GR£ETINGS
(A ♦,,.y litlle Jiv,sio,i of Hol/..,orlc)

mW University
TM Bloc~s East Of Campus

LC Ill.I: :-: IO ·

;,oo

\I · TH. :-:.lO ·

Phnnl': J81·223 1

11:.rn

f

For ."\ore Information See Coop Office
At Student SerYices Room 125
381-2246 381-2781
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ARTSIJENTI'JEI& 7FMNlMllENTf.~~~~~~
From an old INXS to a new sensation
By PAN FILO GARCIA

Managing Editor
During the summer months, it
seems countless weddings are
being perfonned. In honor of this
age-old tradition, "Prime Cuts"
is going to be decked out like a
swnmer bride, wearing some•thing old (INXS's 1982 release
·"shabooh Shoobah"), something
new (Tracy Chapman's self-titled
album), something borrowed
(The Ramones' "Ramones Mani a), and something blue (Neil
Young And The Bluenotes' 'This
Note's For You").

added strength in the guitar and
keyboard melodies.
All the songs on "Shabooh
Shoobah" thrust forward the
vocals of Michael Hutchence,
who sings throughout the album
with confidence.
Keyboardist Andrew Farriss
seems to have experimented a bit
on the album, resulting in a few
hi ts and misses. Farriss hits rather
well on "Spy Of Love," giving
the song a fresh sound.
"Black And White" shows the
potential of drummer Jon Farriss
to do more than just keep the
beat.
The person showing perhaps
the most potential is saxophonist
Kirk Pengilly, whose sax work
plays off well against the other
instruments.
The best attribute of"Shabooh
Shoobah" is the mixing on the
songs. On most of the songs,
Hu tchence 's vocals are dominant
while the guitar, sythesizer and
sax alternate the melodies.
The result is an album that is
fresh, well-planned, and musically innovative without being
too flashy.

The first is the Duran Duransounding dance tune "The One
Thing," which features a good
balance of vocals, guitar melody, saxophone melody, and
keyboard melody. Rounding out
thesongisafull-soundingrhythm
: section, incorporating a melodic
bass line and pacesetting drum
parTht.e sccond smg
. le, "Don ' t
Change," has the same attributes
as "The One Tning," except for

*

The Ramones are something
every young adult should experience at least once in his lifetime.

In the middle '70s, a strange
type of music began to seep up
from the underground realm of
pop music. It was known as punk
rock.
One band that emerged from
the subterranean depths was the
Ramones, probably the most
notorious punk band in the United
States. "Ramones Mania," a bestof collection, tells their story.

Chapman's music is best classified as folk-rock in a grand
Dylanesque style. Chapman relies heavily on her hypnotic
vocals and chord-laden acoustic
guitar sections to produce an
album that is more than skin deep.

Evidently, Boston has been
hiding this talented young artist
from the world for quite some
time. Of the 11 songs on the
albwn, nine were written before
1987. But then, who could blame
the Tea Party city for trying to
keep such a good thing for itself.
Finding an arnum that is both
intellectually and musically
stimulating is a rarity these days.
I hope Tracy Chapman is visible
is the music industry for years to
come.

The Ramones have only three
rules of music:
1. Get in as many guitar
chords per measure as you
can.
2. Get in as many bass licks
per measure as you can.
3. Get in as many drum beats
per measure as vou can.

All the songs are well-balanced
between guitar parts, horn parts,
drums, bass and vocals. The result is a solid, finely tuned, polished sound.

Also, Young's vocals, though
quite good on the upbeat songs,
do not lend themselves well to
the slow blues songs. His voice
just isn't strong or deep enough
to carry these songs.
This is not to say these songs
are bad-they're actually pretty
good. However, with a little
overtime work, these songs could
have been better.
Young's songwriting ability
apparently hasn't diminished
over the years. He proves that he
can still write quality songs, most
notably "Twilight" and "One
Thing." He even shows his sense
of humor in the lyrics of the single
"This Note's For You," in which
· he criticizes artist<; who do corporate commercials.

Most of the Ramones tunes on
this greatest hits album run at a
frantic pace, with Johnny
Ramone's searing guitar chords,
Dee Dee Ramone' s driving bass,
and assorted other Ramone's
frenzied drums. Add Joey
Ramone's vocals and you end up
with a punker's paradise.

Neil Young And The Bluenotes-This Notes For You
(Reprise Records) AA-k
On "Ten Men Workin '," the
first cut on the album, Neil and
the boys state their intention on
the album: "We gotta dig the
groove/We 're gonna hammer the
blues/You can sit down/'Cause
we got a job to do."
While they do successfully get
the job done on the albwn, they
evidently don't believe in working overtime.

Ramones' songs range from
hardcore punk ("Teenage Lobotomy," "Momma's Boy," and
"Wart Hog") to moderate punk
("I Wanna Be Sedated," "Blitzkreig Bop," and "Beat On The
Brat").

"This Note's For You" proves
that even white boys can play the
blues. Young offers IO songs with
a definite blues flavor.
Most of the songs feature a
good mix of blues, rock, and jazz
styles. All the songs are high-

Using these guidelines, the
Ramones established a musical
style few can match.

lighted by a multi-faceted horn
section lead by tenor saxophonist Steve Lawrence.
Many of the upbeat blues are
reminiscent of the covers done
by John Belushi and Dan Ackroyd as the Blues Brothers, most
notably "Sunny Inside" and "Hey
Hey."

While this formula works on
the upbeat blues-rock songs, it
fails miserably on the slow traditional blues songs ("Can't Believe You're Lyin'," "One
Thing," and "Coup De Ville").
These song lack the spontaneity
and improvisation regularly accompanied by these types of
songs, giving them more depth
and emotion.

AA"kl/2

"Behind The Wall" deserves
special mention in that Chapman
manages to produce a great song
a cappella (vocals only). Few
pop singers could pull something
like this off.

Tracy Chagman-(Elecktra
Records)
A*
In a musical world in which
most pop musicians are content
with singing about seemingly
insignificant topics like teeny
bopper sex and cruising, it is
refreshing to hear music that
musically and lyrically has something to say.
Tracy Chapman, with her as-

"Ramones Mania" tells a lot
about the music of the middle-tolate '70s. It has something to say
about not only punk rock of the
era but of pop music in general of
the time.
Ramones Mania-The Ramones
(Sire
Records)

The first single, "Fast Car,"
gives a listener of what's in store
for the rest of the album. The
song, which tells ofa young girl's
disillusionment and futile
dreams, showcases Chapman's
resonant vocals complemented
by a acoustic guitar.

INXS-Shabooh Shoobah
(ATCO Records) AA-k
With the success of INXS'
recent album "Kick," there will
probably be a new interest in the
band's back catalogue of albums.
One past INXS album that
shouldn't be passed up be the
new wave of INXS fans is "Shabooh Shoobah,''. the band's 1982
release.
"Shabooh Shoobah" spawned
two singles that made a slight
dent on the American charts and
showed the potential of INXS.

Also on the album are songs
that bordering on punk and pop,
most notably "I Wanna Live," "I
Wanna Be Your Boyfriend," and
"Needles And Pins."
The main attraction of the
Ramones' music is its simplicity. The band relies heavily on
basic guitar, bass and drum parts
overlapped with raw vocals and
asinine lyrics. Simply put, the
Ramones are a fun party band.

tounding debut album, has managed to restore deep meaning to
pop music. Chapman'ssongsdeal
with the harsh realities of the
world in a straightforward manner that makes you listen and
take notice.
Many of Chapman's songs
bring to light social problems
prevalent in today's America,
such as wife abuse ("Behind The
Wall"), poverty (Talkin' Bout A
Revolution"), suicide ("She's
Got Her Ticket"), starvation and
rape ("Why?"), and racism
("Across The Lines").

Overall, "This Note's For
You" is a very enjoyable album
that tries to replant the roots of
rock music. But, with a little more
time and a little more sweat, this
could have been a great album.

Custom T-Shirts - Design your
own silkscreened shirt. $50/
doz. Call 3 80-1766

i•Rabbit' slays viewers with laughter
By ENRIQUE OLIVAREZ, JR.
Staff Writer

Whenever a movie is preceded
by a lot of commercial hype, it's
a good sign you probably ought
to stay away.
A case in point: "Willow," the
George Lucas-produced, Ron
Howard-directed sword-andsorcery flick, which was hyped
to death by fast-food chains and
• a myriad of toys and souvenirs,
· · was less than what many hoped
for.
But that's not always the case,
as the Stevcn Spci Iberg-produced
Robert Zemeckis' movie "Who
Framed Roger Rabbit" proves.
: ,..' Herc is a genuinely entertaining
movie that lives up to and even
' exceeds the marketing hype.
A good-hearted spoof of detective movie~ from the '40s and
cartoon characters from the
golden age of animation, "Roger
Rabbit" creates a topsy-turvy
world in which live action and
animation exist side by side.
Rabbit and about half the other
characters in the movie are animations or "toons."
British actor Bob Hoskins stars

as a down-and-out, hard-drinking gumshoe hired to take compromising photographs of Jessica Rabbit, the lovely wife of
cartoon actor Roger Rabbit, and
the slaphappy mogul of the Acme
Novelty Company.

between those psychotic fowls,
Daffy and Donald Duck.
But it is the Rabbits, Roger and
Jessica, who steal the show. 1n
Roger, we see a dazzling range
of comic flair tempered with rare
vulnerability. His singular talent
for uncontrolled madness will
make you forget about all those
other harebrained rodents of the
silver screen.
Jessica Rabbit, that sultry siren
in a slinky red sequined evening
gown, does well in her screen
debut. Jessica's bodacious attributes will win the hearts ofal I. Her
look, a cross between Betty
The mogul is then murdered by
Grable,
Bette Midler and Betty
the old safe-on-the-head trick, a
Boop, shows she is unafraid of
favorite sight gag with loons, and
adopting a few cheap tricks from
Roger Rabbit becomes a bunny
these great ladies of gauche.
on the lam.
Although "Roger Rabbit" may
What follows is a wacky carnival ride of a movie that never
not be the greatest movie to marry
stops surprising you with off-the
live action and animation (less is
wall gags and cameo appearances
usually more and this movie goes
way over the top), it's an affecby practically every animated
tionate tribute to the art of animacharacter ever drawn.
tion at its best.
Among the highlights arc apPerhaps the success of "Roger
pearances by the penguins from
"Mary Poppins," Droopy Dog, · Rabbit" will send a strong, clear
message to Hollywood that aniMickey Mouse, Bugs Bunny,
mation is still a viable form of
Goofy (revered by toons as a
entertainment for children and
comic genius), and a show-stopadults alike.
ping, no-holds-barred piano duel

STEAK HOUSE

EDINBURG, TEXAS
1701 W. University
383-1824
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Sirloin #1

Sirloin #1-

2 - 8 Oz. Choice Sirloin Steaks

Oz. Choice Sirloin Steaks

With choice of Baked Potato, French Fries
or Hash Browns & Texas Toast.

With choice of Baked Potato, French Fries
or Hash Browns & Texas Toast.

2 for only $7.49

2 for only $7.49

Good only at 170 l W. Unlveuny Drive. P..dlnburs. Texaa

Good only at 1701 W. University Drive, PAlnbu;ra, Te--,
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"Maverick" #5

'

2-11 Oz. Choice Top Sirloin Steaks

2 for only S5.99

Good only at 1701 W. University Drive, ldlnbuf'I, Tcua

one pers0n may redeem for 1/2 price

one person may redeem for 1/2 price
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"Six Shooter" #6
2 - 9 Oz. Choice Ribeye Steaks

Free Pregnancy Test
24 Hour Answering Service

I

Se Habla Espanol

~

~ountry Fried Steak #16

.
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one person may redeem for 1/2 price
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w/Peppers & Onions or Mushroom Gravy, with choice of
Baked Potato French Fries or Hash Browns & Texas Toast!
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WlMushroom or Cream Gravy. choice of Baked Potato.
French Fries or Hash Browns & Texas Toast

2 for only S5.99

2 - 5 1/2 Oz. Sirloin Tips
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Cood only at 1701 W . Unlvuslty Drive, Edin bu,._ Tc..,
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"Marshall" #3

one person may redeem for 1/2 price

one person may redeem for 1/2 price

.
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S1eak OiNl8R for,....,.

2 for only S5.99
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Qep~oductive ~ervices
Licensed By The Texas Department of Health

1::]".·

:

Harlingen, Texas 78550

.. pro\·idin~ Choices in Reproducti\·e Health Care Since 1973

~

1

2 for only $11.95

Abortion Agency
The Morning After Treatment

,'

,
:

Choice of Baked Potato.
French Fries or Hash Browns & Texas Toast
Good only at 1101 W . Unl•enlty l>rt•c, Mlnbuf'I, Tcxu

(512} 428-6242

'
1

:, n· 2. -"Stagecoach"
#12
8 Oz. Chopped Sirloins

2 for only S10.95

Confidential Services By Caring Professionals
When You Need To Make Personal Decisions

------- ___ ,
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Steak D i ~ for -r-•
.

Good only al 1701 W. UnlversJly Drive, Edlnbut1,. Tcu.,

~

.

:
With Mushroom Gravy or Peppers & Onions, choice of ,
' Baked Potato, French Fries or Hash Browns & Texas Toast

With choice of Baked Potato. French Fries
or Hash Browns & Texas Toast.

ABORTION • PREGNANCY TESTS & COUNSELING • REFERRALS

;

one person may redeem for 1/2 price

one person may redeem for 1/2 price
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2.22.!l H;1im· Drin:, Suite J:i

Fast Friendly Service • Carryout Orders!
11:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m. Sunday - Thursday
11:00 a.m. • 11:00 p.m. Friday & Saturday
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:

Steak OirvwA tor , _ .

·country Fried Steak #16

'l

•,

j

!

: With Mushroom or Cream Gravy choice of Bal<ed Potato
French Fries or Hash Browns & Texas Toast
•

:
:

~

2 for only S5.99
,nly al 1701 W. Unlvcnity Drive, Edlnbvfl, Tcxaa

:

one person may redeem for 1/2 price
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Regents' leadership lacking
Now
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PAU's future:
merge or die?

NO ~~K1~ Pr-cble.11\1.
Tl-\eY"e is oV\ly ~
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D
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ANY arguments support a merger with another uni-

versity system---chief among these the possibility
of increased funding for new programs and the benefits of
being affiliated with a bigger, more prestigious organization.
Of course, there are also strong arguments againJt merging
with a system. It has been argued the main reason for a
merger, particularly with the University of Texas, is a desire
by that system to fill minority registration quotas set by the
Federal government. A merger might also restrict additional
academic programs being granted to Pan Am because the
Coordinating Board is reluctant to duplicate already existing
programs.
The problem of the university losing the name Pan American,. a name many here are loathe to part with, mainly for
sentlmental reasons, should also not be ignored.
Arguments behind both positions are worthwhile and valid
to some degree. But there is one argument for merging that is
rarelr f!lentione~: New and perhaps more effective leadership.
This 1s one pomt that needs to be examined because the
Board of Regents is not providing the leadership, for students
or faculty, that Pan Am needs.
Time ~d ti~e a~ain the regents have proven they unwilling
to negotiate with either faculty or students, but particularly
with students. This disturbing fact was never more apparent
than at the their last meeting, in which students presenting an
alternative budget proposal were, at best, humored.
Several members of the Student Affairs Advisory Committee-the committee which makes recommendations on student
service fee allocation-presented their plan to the regents.
This was an original plan on student service fee disbursement.
The plan presented to the committee had been amended by
President Miguel Nevarez.
During the student's presentation, the regents were content
to study other documents, chat with each other, and mostly
ignore the speaker. Afterwards, they gave the proposal about
six seconds of serious consideration, then approved the budget
as ori6 inally presented.
Regents were also happy to ignore a suggestion made by
Regent Noe Fernandez, the only regent seemingly receptive to
student concerns, to hold spring break at the same time other
major universities. Nevarez noted that the staff had voted on
the current holiday schedules, and that that was that.
This "let them eat cake" attitude seems so deeply ingrained
in the board that the regents are beyond help. There would be
no point in setting up a triage. None of these people can be
saved.
Now the good news: This situation could be remedied by
merging with another system. If that happened, the board
would be out of business. Kaput. Zilched-out. Although
there's no guarantee a new board would be any better, it's
hard to imagine it could possibly be any worse.
The main problem with merging, though, seems to come
from the same people who control the possibility of the
m~rger: the board. In typical fashion, they have acted laboriously slow . One possible explanation for the delay is that
these things take time. But how much time do they need?
Even the world, some say, was created in seven fun-filled
days.
Pan Am needs effective leadership. To that end, the board
needs to do one of two things: merge and go back to their day
jobs, or toss out the idea completely and get to work here.

Big C: A breakfast epiphany

W

HILE eating breakfast the other day, I had one of

those rare insights. I realized how much the world
had changed since my youth and the proof of it was, literally ,right
before my eyes.
Proof came in the form of a familiar bright yellow box with a
big letter G on the front-it was Cheerios: Breakfast of chumps
with no ability to cook.

Between the Lines
By RANDY KLUTTS
Copy Editor
Lots ~f people eat Cheerios for breakfast, of course, and many
benefit mtellectually from the light, crisply stimulating reading
matter the backs of cereal boxes have to offer.
But my mind wasn't focused on the portable particle-beam'
death-ray I could get for $1.99 and a trillion proof-of-purchase
seals. No, my mind had-in a flash of intuitive genius-seized
upon a striking example of how sex roles have changed during the
past 20 years and how that change can be seen in the marketing
of Cheerios.
That may seem like a lot to get from looking at a box of
Cheerios, but remember what Isaac Newton figured out from
getting hit on the head with an apple.
At any rate, here's my insight:
Since the '60s Cheerios has been sold on TV mainly through the
adventures of an animated character called the Cheerios Kid- a
nice, clean-cut all-American boy.

.A typical Cheeri~s scenario went something like this: Kid and
his female compan10n, a saucy, dark-haired young vixen named
Su~, suddenly find themselves in a life-threatening situation
(being chase~ by a_ mad bull, hungry bear, bloodthirsty pirate,
· etc.). Then Kid whips out a box of Cheerios. He wolfs down a
bowlful. of"f'.owerO's" an~his arms in~tantlyexplode with huge
~tero1dlike biceps. He quickly vanqmshes their foe, then falls
into grateful, eager arms of Sue.
!n the '60s and '70s Sue was always the helpless victim, and
Kid was always her fearless rescuer. The unvarying plotline of
the commercials followed the sexist baggage of the times. Males
had to be the big, strong ones. After all, who was going to save
all those poor females?
Although the spots have remained basically the same over the
years, a few important changes have been made. The most
obvious is that Sue's no longer the weak, defenseless female. She
goes for her Power O's, too, flexing cannonball muscles that
would make bodybuilder Rachel McLishjealous. She also dishes
out doses of ultra-violence as well as Kid ever did.
Clearly Kid and Sue are a more-evolved, liberated couple today
!han in the two previous decades. They are true partners, equals
m every sense of the word, and excellent role models for today's
youngsters.
One thing's disturbing about the Kid and Sue of the '80s
though: The nagging. She's always telling him, "Time for th;
C:heerios, Kid!"_And.she says over and over and over. In every
single commercial. Like the poor sap was too dumb to think of it
himself.
Equality of the sexes is one thing, but doesn't it appear the Kid
of the '80s is starting to lose it? And what about the Kid of the
'90s? Will he be a real man or a hen-pecked wimp? Only time
will tell.

Going on record against CDs
This week's column is dedicated to Steve Richardson, who gave
me the inspiration to "have something to say."

T

Edwin Aguilar. :
Editor

WO tragic additions have recently been made to the
endangered species list. These rare beasts are in danger
of extinction, however, not because man is hunting them, but
because man is no longer hunting them.

···

These species are discus longus playus and discus solitaire.
better known as the LP and the 45 single. The waning numbe!~
of the spinning wax is due almost entirely to the inception of
discus laserus, commonly known as the compact disc. The rapid
increase in the CD population could mean doom for vinyl music.
The American public has adopted the CD wholeheartedly and
without haste, while ditching the turntable tar faster than you can
say "modem technology." LPs and 45s are being shoved into the
closet and out of the limelight while CD is being raved and
cheered about.
While there's no denying the superior reproduction of CDs, I
doubt quality of CDs is all that critical. The reproduction of LPs
and 45s, though not nearly as good as the CD, is still good enough
for all but the most discerning listener.
Is it absolutely necessary, for example, to be able to hear Bon
Jovi take a breath between lyrics? And would your enjoyment of
a Prince or Michael Jackson record be noticeably diminished by
not being able to hear every grunt, groan and "woo?"
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With a moderately elaborate stereo system, a any record can
produce a crisp, clear full sound. All you need is a basic set-up:
a receiver, an amplifier, an equalizer, a turntable and a pair of
stereo speakers. This set-up is good enough for one person alone
listening to Wagner on a cold winter evening or for a party crowd

.. .-:·_._
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Of course, even with a CD player, you still have to deal with the
ever-present problem of acoustics. Unless you build your living
room around your stereo, you can count on the music bouncing
off your walls in strange directions.

Slice of Life
By PANFILO GARCIA
Mana in Editor
All technical jargon aside, LPs and 45s have one thing CD.;
sorely lack: tradition. Foras long as I can remember, records have
been the dominant form of recorded music. DJs have been
spinning them and people have been buying them for years.
WhocanforgettheinfamousBeatles"'ButcherBabies"album
coverorthe many Moody Blues' album covers? Album coversan art form in itself-just don't cut it on CD. The plastic windows
on the CD cases are too damn small.
If the CD trend continues at the pace it's going now, LPs and
45s may eventually go the way of the 8-tracktape, tapusjamdeckus,
or even 78s, quickus spinnus. One local "record" store has even
done away with records altogether.
Of course, one advantage of CDs is that your LPs and 45s may
soon become real collectors items. So, if you've got them, hold
on to them. Stash them away in a safe-deposit box.
On the downside a lot of excellent music, now available on
vinyl may never be released on CD-because CDs are expensive
to produce-and consequently may not get heard at all.
With CDs there may be a small gain in sound quality, but we all
may end up big losers if the quantity of the available music goes

c_ran_ki_ng-up_v_an_H_a1_en_o_n_a_h_o_t_su_m_m_e_r_n_ig_h_1._ _ _ _ _ _ _d_ow_n._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

"The Pan American" welcomes reader input from students, faculty and univc:rsit\' stafT mcmhcrs in the "Reader's Voice" letters column.
"RcaJds Voice" exists as a forum to freely express ideas, views, grievances and olhcr matters readers may wish to share.

LETTER GUIDELINES:
•The deadline for submitting letters is noon the Monday prior to
puhlication.

•All letters must be signed and include the writer's major, classification or
·ob title. The writer's address and telephone number must also be included
or verification. Letters without the writer's signature will not be
published. Names may be withheld upon request.
•Letters should be typed, double-spaced and not exceed 250 words (about a
page) in length.
•All letters will run as is, without corrections by the editor. Letter writers
must clean up their own spelling and grammatical errors. "The Pan
American," however, reserves the right to edit letters for libelous
statements.
•Lcuers may be submitted at the Student Publications Office, Emilia Hall
100.

f

CoIum nI■ sts
CIObbere d
To the Editor:
On Professor Seth Wade's
office door there is an adrnonition 10 writers which states,

"First, have something to say."
I wish the columnists of "The
Pan American" understood thi s
concept.
Whenever I read a column in
"The Pan American" I have
the uneasy feeling that I am in
the audience at a George Carlin

See Reader's Voice
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Reader's

Regents approve requests for 1990

The Board ofRegents last week
approved more than $4.8 million
in discretionary appropriations
requests for fiscal year 1990.
"There is a sensitivity in
Austin ... lo do something for
South Texas," President Miguel
Nevarez told the regents. "We'll
go on record that we are asking
for these things."
Discretionary appropriations
are those line items in the appropriations request which the state
docs not fund with a formula.
The two highest priority requests are for the tutorial program and the Center for Entrepreneurship and Economic Development (CEED). The appropriations request for tutoring is
$314,415 for fiscal year 1990
and$337 ,016 for fiscal year 1991.
The regents are requesting
$ 107,000 for the two fiscal years
to fund CEED.
The next three special items in
the request in order of priority
arc three new joint academic
ventures with the University of
Texas System: a master's program in nursing with the UT
Health Science Center in Houston, for $393,000 in fiscal year
1990 and $474,000 in fiscal year

1991; development of an undergrad~ate engineering degree
program with UT-San Antonio,
for $528,000 in fiscal year 1990
and $668,000 in fiscal year 1991;
and development of a doctoral
level program in international
business with UT-Austin, for
$69,000 in fiscal year 1990 and
$198,000 in fiscal year 1991.
Nevarez said the UT system
campuses that are involved in the
joint ventures are making similar
appropriations requests.
Nevarez is also requesting a
total of $1.42 million for repairs
and rehabilitation in four buildings for fiscal year 1990. All
four projects are intended ascostsaving measures. They are deferred maintenance of the cooling towers at the utility plant and
enclosure of the breezeways in
three buildings: the Science,
Education and Fine Ans complexes.

is $11.7 million.
The three new construction
projects are the three top priorities in new construction in the
draft of the Campus Development Plan. Renovations to the
three academic buildings are also
included in the plan. The regents
postponed approval of the plan
until their next meeting.
Nevarez said he will also make
an appeal for such statewide
higher education funding concerns as fonnula funding at the
1985 level plus one year ofinflation, faculty salary increases of
10.1 percent for 1990 and an
additional 10.1 percent for 1991,
a new fonnula to cover the cost
of remediation for students failing the TASP test, and a fund for
needy students to pay the cost of
the T ASP test.
Nevarez will make the appropriations requests July 20 in
hearings before the Legislative
Budget Board in Austin.
Additional hearings in the
appropriations process will be
held before the House Appropriations Committee and the
Senate Finance Committee after
the legislature convenes in January.

The president will also request
funds for three construction projects: an Allied Health Annex, an
Academic Services Building, and
an annex to the CAS Building.
The total funding for the three
projects for fiscal year 1990 is
$432.820and for fiscal year 1991

New V-P of Business Affairs takes helm
IL has been 11 days si nee James

R. Langabccr assumed the position of vice president for business affairs, and since that time,
he has been busy acquainting
himself with the division, university, and Rio Grande-Valley.
Langabecr's first priority has
been meeting his staff members
and discussing the various operations within the division.
Although he said he has not
had "one-on-one" meetings with
all of his staff, Langabccr is
impressed with the job they have
done so for.
"The staff has an open mind
and they arc cager lo get going.
My job is to help the staff get the
job done," Langabcer said. . . ..
Langabccr added t!)c_factJh~
staff was able to keep the physical plant running, and set up the
'88-89 school year budget speaks
to their efficiency.
Saying it was too early to start
thinking about implementing
new operations within the division, Langabcer said he will be
reinstituting weekly staff meet-

ines with his directors. He will
also have weekly sessions with
each director to familiarize
himself with the director's problems.
"We need information to flow
in a systematic way to avoid
problems," he added.
Langabccr said he has not
started interviewing candidates
for the position of associate vice
president for finance.
'Tm going to see if the position as currently defined is what
is needed," he said.
Langabeer said the job description maybe redefined to hire an
associate with skills that maybe
lacking in the division.
He said he applied for the posi. lion licre because, "Pan 'Amcri, 'can Univcisity is in a unique
position to be a star in Texas."
"In the next five, six or eight
years, we may see PAU at the
fore of many academic experiences, including the maquiladora
program, a pre-engineering program, and the pushes in the health
professions." Langabecr said.

"There are attempts to bring to
the Valley some important leadership in academics that are
probably overdue."
Langabeer, former vice presidentforfinanceandmanagement
at Southwest Texas State University, said that after he applied
for the position at PAU, he did
background work and read about
the Valley.
"I was rather ignorant about it
(the Valley) and 1981 was the
last time I had been to McAllen.
I had no corporate memory as to
what the Valley was~" he said. _
Since that time, he has visited
several Valley towns and Mexican border cities and is looking
forward to "taking it all in," ineluding the Valley culture and
flavor.
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Steve Richardson
English/Philosophy
Junior

Editor's response:
I would like to thank you for
your input. However,/ must
bring up the fact that / did have
something to say. Evidently,
you overlooked the last half of
my column in which I cited the
advantages ofsummer school
and the hazards ofprocrastinating during an accelerated
session.

Panfilo Garcia
Managing editor

Let's merge
To the Editor:
As our tuition increases, we
students are getting less and
less from our student service
fees. With the approval of his
new budget plan, President
Miguel Nevarez, is not making
things better for us as a whole
and the Board of Regents are
simply uninspired to respond to

Energy that the regents were
unwilling to muster at a time
when doing so woukl have
helped the students for a
change. If the Board of Regents continue to remain
apathetic toward the cries of
the student body and disregard
the recommendations of the
Student Affairs Advisory
Committee, the need for a more
responsive decision-making
team will only become more
apparent in the continuing
action or lack of action they
take for as long as they are
around.
So when do we merge?
Eliud Cabrera

BULLETIN
Barbara Culver, independent candidate to the Texas
Supreme Court, will speak
on campus today at 4 p.m. in
UC 307.
The question-and-answer
session, being sponsored by
the Campus Republicans,
will give students opportunity to find out first-hand
about the candidate and her
positions.
----. _ _ _ _ _ ___,
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"First, have something to
say."

and then to offer possible
solutions to the problem of
funding sources, the work
needed from the board thereafter shouldn't be too demanding.
But when it came down to
voting on the issue the general
attitude of the regents was
"let's get this over with and go
home," thus accepting
Nevarez' plan for the budget
was the easiest and quickest
way out of there.
I feel that after they had put
so much work into the budget
plan, Sandra Rodriguez and the
SAAC (and students as a
whole) deserved some feedback, maybe a little deliberating or some real evidence that
would convince us all that
those efforts put forth were not
a waste of time or energy.
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15% Discount for PAU
students and faculty with ID card
383-9133
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Part of the problem may lie in
the way would-be writers/
reporters/columnists are
trained. No minor is required of
a journalism major. It is theoretically, if not actually, possible, for a budding journalist
to breeze through four years at
this or any other institution
without managing to grasp
anything more significant than
writing for a deadline is a bitch
and "Ain't I something."
Mr. Panfilo Garcia is, to me,
something of an expert on
contemporary music. A colwnn
on such a topic might be
illuminating. Instead we get
poorly constructed, incohate, at
times sophmoric paean to
Bacchus and "How I am,
unfortunately, spending my
summer vacation."

our cries for help.
After the Student Affairs
Advisory Committee (SAAC)
and Dean Vinson sent recommendations to the board which
objected to Nevarez' proposed
budget, the 'decision-makers'
seemed only interested in
closing their notebooks and
going home instead of putting
some actual deliberating into
their job. In an attempt to save
$15,000 worth of cutbacks
from accounts funded by
student service fees, Sandra
Rodriguez, Chair of the SAAC,
made a failed effort to persuade the board into rejecting
Nevarez' budget plan. His
version gave $15,000 of student service fees to the Honors
Scholarship Program after it
had already received $24,000
from a $1 million endowment
given to the university. Ms.
Rodriguez came before the
regents hoping to convince
them that such a cut would
mean the loss of funds needed
to develop new programs and
to advance the services of
others. She also reminded the
board that stale law requires
student service fees to be used
on "activities which are separate and apart from the regular
scheduled academic functions"
and involve or benefit students.
Nevarez is more concerned
wilh the donors who have
helped fund the scholarship
program and contends that they
need to see a commitment by
the university toward funding
the program and believes
providing the extra $15,000
will keep them satisfied. But
what Rodriguez asks is what is
wrong with satisfying the needs
of the students first? What is
wrong with finding an alternative source which would not
take more from the students
than it would give back. The
SAAC was able to come up
with the idea of using the
auxiliary enterprise revenues as
a feasible surrogate for funding
the scholarship program but the
board showed little interest
deciding on the matter. When
you have a committee set up to
study the budget and make
recommendations as to how
fees are, to be sp,:nt (,cgali:,-")
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concert when he is explaining
the realities of the performer's
(writer's) life; what it comes
down to, says Carlin is, "Dig
Me!"
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T.ast year the Mitchells
gave their whole
family a 'French accent.
Jacqueline Decroix spent a year with the
Mitchells and gave everyone in the house
a taste of Paris.
Mrs . Mitchell got Madame Decroix's
recipe for truffies. Mr. Mitchell picked
up a few pointers on wine. And the
Mitchell girls got to find out what the kids
in France were really wearing. It was like
. ..
the whole family spent a year in Paris without
·, · ever having to leave home.
.
.
ASSE exchange students can give your family terrific
_
insights on life in another country plus a whole new perspec. · ·· tive on !ife at home.
They're outstanding students, 15-18, who comet~ America f?r a school year
to pitch in and fit in with your family. And after _th~ year 1s ~)Ver you 11 have ~n ~xtra
family member (not to mention an extra family ma foreign cou1:try) for hfe ..
This year put a little English on your family. Or French or Spa_rnsh or S_candmavian or even Australian. CallASSE collect, at t404) 552-1604 f?r mfor~at1on about
becoming a host family, and see how interesting life can be with a foreign accent.
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Master Plan
Continued from page 1
✓Revised the undergraduate
degree in communications. The
revision will not require an increase in faculty, equipment,
facilities or operating expenses.
Courses added under the revisions include COMM 4332 Magazine Writing and Editing,
COMM 2410 - .Acting IV, and
COMM 3323 - World Drama.
✓Created a Nursing Peer Review Committee, a universitywide committee whose primary
purpose is to "review cases in
which registered nurses have
been identified and reported for
breaches of clinical competence
and patient care." All entities
which employ 10 or more registered nurses are required by state
law to have such a committee.
Nurses covered by the committee will be nursing faculty members and nurses in Stu dent Heal th
Services.
✓Approved half-time leave
without pay for Dr. Al Nelson of
the department of sociology for
the fall semester.
✓Approved the hiring of
McAllen attorney Jim Darling
on an hourly basis in July and
Au!,>usl. Darling's quotation of
$80 per hour was the lowest rate
of several whd responded to an
inquiry. Darling will act as interim attorney on an hourly basis
as needed while adminisLrators
review applicants to fill the vacancy created by the resignation
of University Counsel Gary Petok effective July 1. Darling's
hiring is subject to approval by
the state's Attorney General.

✓Accepted a girt of $10,000
for the Weyerhaeuser Company

Foundation in the form of a
$ l 0,000 Weverhaeuser Endowed
Scholarship 'and$ I ,000,002 from
the Department of Education,
which must be matched with
$500,001 of endowment gifts.
The Houston Endowment was
used for the match. One half of
the interest earned on the money
for 20 years may be used by Pan
American; the other half goes
back into principle. After 20
years, the university may use the
funds.
✓Approved a contract with
Valley Coca-Cola Bottling
through Aug. 31, 1990 which
will increase the cost of soft
drinks in the vending machines
to 45 cents. The university's
commission rate will increase
from 30 to 32.2 percent.
✓Approved the hiring of four
faculty in tenure track positions:
Delaney J. Kirk.management and
computer information systems;
Alejandro Nechochea, mathematics; Seth Parker, accounting
and economics; andElliottRock,
political science.
✓Approved the hiring of five
non-tenure track faculty: Melisa
Cabrera, dietetics; Debbie Garza,
education; Roberto Gonzalez,
mathematics; Guillermo Martinez, mathematics; Janet Valadez,
education.

Budget
Continued from page 1
you're not going to circumvent
the intent of the donation."
He added that such cuts discourage attempts at fundraising.
Noe Fernandez was the only
regent to vote against the budget.
He said he voted against the
package for "symbolic" reasons.

"I have problems with the way
the student activity funds are
being disbursed," Ft>rnandez said.
"If I had any idea that my negative vote would have stopped a
$36 million budget I wouldn't
have voted against it, but I was
just trying to make a point."
"Fifty percent (of student service fees) going to athletic departments and $15,000 going to
things that they (students) don't
want it to. Dr. Nevarez says that
we should honor the donor's
wishes. The way I see it the
donors have said they don't want
to spend it, and we still go ahead
and do it. So are they (students)
donors or are they victims?"
Fernandez added.

Citation
Continued from page 1
Mendezsaidhe was interogated
by Investigator Wille Rocha and
finally told he had been arrested
for disturbing the peace.
"I was handcuffed all this time
and they were harrassing me. It
was inhuman." Mendez said.
Mendez went on to say that
when the officers discovered his
border crossing card and that he
was a student from Mexico, they
started harrassing him more.
"All he, (Rocha) had to do was
go to a university computer and
see that I was classifed as a resident who can work and live here,"
Mendez said. He has an Fl Visa
which even allows him to have a
social security number.
Mendez was then transported
to the Edinburg Police Department, where he was placed in jail
and told the Border Patrol would
probably deport him. He was
also told his visa would be invalidated.
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When he arrived at the Border
Patrol Station in McAllen, his
documents were found to be in
order.
"You're completely legal. We
don't know why you were
brougth here," was the response
Mendez said Border Patrol agents
•gave him.
Mendez was then transported
back to the Edinburg Police Station and finally arraigned in Judge
Ruben Ayala's Municipal Court.
He was charged with a misdemeanor.
Mendez has decided to have a
jury trial and is currently seeking
legal advice. He has not decided
yet on any legal action against
the university.
"Pan Am has been a very good
institution for me. It feels like
home.
Traffic and Security
people don't represent what PAU
is," Mendez said.
Traffic and Security Investigator Willie Rocha said he could
not comment on the matter, as
legal action stemming from the
incident is pending.
Mendez also faces possible
disciplinary charges at the university as a result of the incident.

Theft
Continued from page 1
According to Erickson, the
university was not aware of the
March arrest. That case has not
yet gone to court.
Erickson said the employment
application form did include a
question about conviction offelonies, but not one regarding arrests.
"We don't run record checks
on individuals applying for jobs,
but in light of this situation, we
may begin to do so for positions
which involve handling budgets
or any money," Erickson said.
Debbie Marmolejo, a source at
the
district attorney Rene
Guerra's office, said the case is
not expected to come to trial for
at least two months, pending
completion of the investigation
and presentation of the case to a
grand jury.
Contreras had been employed
here since December of 1986.
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boss' babble
Dear Larry,
I am a Mexican-American female attending PAU. Since I had
problems paying my tuition, I had to find a job. I found a job at
a certain convenience store and the manager seemed happy to
help me with my situation. In the last couple of da~s. thoug~, my
manager has been making derogatory remarks against Mexicans
and women, and he does this at earshot. I'm very uneasy about
my studies. Can you give me any advice?
Mixed-up minority
P.S. I really need to keep a job, so quitting is impossible.

Dear mixed,
As far as being uneasy about your studies, the solution is quite
simple. Study more. It seems to me that you are the kind ofperson
who is unable to take the responsibility for your ownfailings and
therefore have to find an easy scapegoat, in this case, _your
manager. As a matter offact, I'm getting more and more ticked
off as I write it. I mean, why don't you just admit you aren't
studying enough, huh? C'mon,fess up! Oh yeah, about the
manager, the solution there is simple too. Have some local
toughs beat him up. They should be attired in while sheets when
they do it. That will give him a very quick attitude adjustment as
far as race and gender go. Good luck!
Dear Larry,
.
.
I am married and have a one year old baby girl. I am a full time
student, holding a part-time job while my husband sits at home
doing nothing. Some of my utility bills have already been ~losed
and I am losing my car. With so many problems I ~ seno~sly
planning on suicide. I am in desperate need of senous advice.
Crying out for help

Dear crying,
Your letter arrived with 25 one-cent stamps on the envelope, so
I tend to believe your letter's legit. That really bugs me. Seeing
as I have recently been privy to human suffering on my factfinding visit at Huntsville, I' /I help you_out. But just ~his once. My
advice is to immediately seek professional counseling. A call to
the Mental Health and Mental Retardation people at 383-0121
tnay be a good place to start. And please, no more talk about
suicide. It's a bad way out. Good luck.
As for the rest of La.rry' s loyal readers, try to take things_ in
stride. Till next time, this is a blubbering, teary-eyed Larry saying
hang in there.
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EL BosouE
VALIIAJIU COUPON

\\.'ith all thl' studying you have, you're entitled to
a brL·ah...\t Littk Cal'sars ~ you always get two
pizzas, but yuu pay iur only one.

TOWN & COUNTRY
SHOPPING CENTER
1Between Luby s Cafeteria

& Jerry s Supermarket)
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W When you make pma this good, one ;ust isn't enough.'"
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TIFFANY PLAZA
SHOPPING CENTER
( Acro s s From Globe &

H.E.B. Supermarket)
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....

1609 W. Schunior
Edinburg, TX

or

383-8382
383-6162
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